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CHAIR'S REPORT ON THE LAST YEAR
given at the AGM May 21st 2008 in The Gate
“Welcome again to RACS AGM and thank you all for coming.
Remember to renew your memberships tonight as your old car is no longer valid. We
have kept memberships the same £3 per person per year – we must be the only thing that
has not gone up and is value for money. We thank Tom and Gary (“AND Jean and Tracy,
don’t be sexist” N. Macy and N. Wright) for putting up with us in the last year and for letting us run events in the pub and for still allowing us to have a 20p discount on ale and
cider on Wednesdays and Sundays after 7.30pm - a real little ray of sunshine. A big
thank you to The Queen’s Head, Allen’s Green for our garden events, the last being the
Easter Egg Hunt and last weekend’s BBQ. If it were not for the Committee the Club would
not run like clockwork and a big thank you goes to everyone who has served, with special
thanks to Caroline for her splendid work on RACSQ, even when she had her eye trouble
last year, nothing flounced her enthusiasm. Deb and John have built up a good selection
of merchandise, please have a word if there is an item you require. Hannah has tried to
get trips together and is always open to ideas, Gary is still cooking the books, but since
there always seems to be enough in the pot his cooking is pretty good. Thank you for the
support of the other Committee members, not forgetting the mascot. Mark our Vice Chair
is sadly standing down this coming year and it really five years has passed when Mark
was voted in when Rob went off to Dubai. Thank you for all your help and support and
good luck on your new venture (presentation of shirt and certificate). We have supported
SPBW and CAMRA throughout last year and will continue to do so.
Sawbridgeworth Brewery seems to be going from strength to strength and we would like
to congratulate Tom and Gary (presentation of framed certificate). A final word of thanks
goes to Mark Turner who has revamped our website - have you looked at it recently? and on that note we award Mark Honorary Membership for 2008-2009. I’ll not waffle on
now, so let us raise our glasses to another successful year with RACS and hope that we
can count on your support.
Here’s to 2008 and RACS, long may we continue.”

The purpose of RACS is to enjoy good beer, visit breweries
and be companionable over a glass of decent ale.

RACS website: www.racs.org.uk

Committee
Members

RACS MEETINGS in The Gate
Social Sundays and Wednesdays at 7.30pm
(discount on beer on production of current RACS Membership card)

Melissa Cherry

Ann Dodkin

Stephen Perry
also RACS Mascot

Business usually the last Wednesday of the month at 8.00pm
BUT check on the RACS Noticeboard for up-to-date information or
contact a Committee Member
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HARRY’S BIRTHDAY BASH
April 2008
We left Sawbridgeworth at 5.45am to catch the EuroStar
leaving St Pancras Station at 7.00am.It took 13 minutes to
reach Ashford, by which time vintage champagne and
strawberries had been broached to celebrate birthdays in the
offing for Harry, Trevor, Ann and Caroline and Mark and Jo’s
engagement. Lots of giggling from John and Peter …
Got very lost in Lille Station, but finally arrived at the hotel
at 10.00am and had a drink in the bar while our rooms were
prepared. A moment of concern when it appeared that
Caroline and Big D would be sharing a double room — but
Jan sorted that out quickly! The weekend went downhill
from then onwards:

Thank you everyone for turning out for my birthday bash in
Lille (got confused and ordered 14 coffees) Harry

Fine food, best beer and lots of laughs with good friends. Trevor
Great weekend; loads of laughs and photos; I like oysters.
The toilets are a bit public though. Ann

gãxÄäx yÜ|xÇwáN à{Üxx UÜtá|xâÜáA j{tà ÅÉÜx vÉâÄw çÉâ tá~ yÉÜR ]tÇ
Je voudrais visiter La France pour l’anniversaire de Harry 2008. Peter
We should have a Campari moment to remember Nicholas at home. We
should be renamed R eally A uthentic C ampari S ociety. Debs
Good weekend, great beer and food but no pasties
served, yet. Big D

HorHor-HeeHee-HorHor-HeeHee-Hor. John
Twelve “must have beers” on their knees. Mark

Goodbye Funky Monkey! Hallo, French Wonky Donkey. Jo

01279 661551

Thank you everyone for carrying my luggage — and
Nicholas’s Campari. Caroline
The weekend went too quickly! Very many happy
birthdays to come, Harry. Jenny

Harry’s Birthday Bash
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PEZ WALKS AGAIN
Sunday April 13th 2008.
Started off at St Bee’s
Head on a cool but sunny
morning. Overtook a
slow-moving Canadian lady
two miles out, doubted her
chances. Hit first arduous climb, Dent Hill, around
midday, over the top of which we entered The
Lakes. Got directions from an old local who
watched us climb a huge stile before he walked
through a gate at the side. Directions proved ineffective when we took a wrong turn and got
shouted at by an irate farmer on a quad bike. I fortified myself for the coming
day with a couple of pints of Sneklifter.
Monday April 14th. Passed a slow-moving
Canadian lady as we came to the head of
Ennerdale Water, doubted her chances. Decided to
take the high level route to Rosthwaite. So we
turned off the path to climb Red Pike. Foolishly
followed a fast-moving octogenarian shepherd.
Went the wrong way and ended up scraping our
noses on the grass as we ascended via the
silly route. Safely ensconced on the top we
had our first encounter with one of the
“Walking God” types who loudly infest the
peaks. Ridge walk turned into a series of
windy ascents following which we got lost in a
slate quarry. Eventually got to Bosthwaite at
6.00pm. Ordered a hearty game casserole in
The Scafell Inn only to receive a soup-based lucky dip which I
followed with a bag of crisps. Heartened, however, by lashings of
Old Peculier.
Tuesday April 15th.
15th Breakfasted with a woolly-hatted, 71-year-old
Flemish super hero who declared that walking without 100 litre
pack full of bricks or similar was not “sportive”, before heading
off across the peaks at incredible speed. Passed a slow-moving Canadian lady
as we ascended Eagle Crag. Took the valley route and arrived at Grasmere
early for two scoops of ice cream and a pint.
Blotted my copy book by drinking Kronenbourg in the evening.

Wednesday April 16th Passed a slow-moving Canadian lady as we
queued for breakfast in a Quaker Guest House where Wordsworth once
stabled his horse and most of the other guests knew him. Decided we
were strong enough to head up top again. Accidentally bought a
bar of Kendalberg’s Mental Cake for the challenge! So made a
steep and lonely ascent up the scree to the top of Fairfield,
which at 873m was our highest point. Got to the top to discover
hoards of people coming up
the other side. Took a wrong
turn to St Sunday Crag and I ended up
doing a brief glissade down the snow.
Passed by two “Walking Gods” and a fell
runner as we crossed the ridge. Went to
the pub in Patterdale, where we were
met by the slow-moving Canadian lady
who was meeting fellow members of an
international ladies group called The
Daughters of Darkness or similar. Drank Newcastle Brown in the evening.
Thursday April 17th Early start. Lovely sunshine but howling easterly wind.
Crossed our highest official point on Kidsty Pike. As we
descended down to Haweswater we looked in hope for
England’s only Golden Eagle. Nearly lost my composure
when we spotted it. Left the beautiful Lake District with
its boastful, velocitous woolie hat brigade and headed to
the grim little town of Shap which has its own permanent micro-climate of
low cloud and drizzle. Arrived to discover we had been overtaken by a
fast-moving Canadian lady who had turned up 7 hours earlier on the bus.
Filled up with Budweiser Budwar in the evening.
Friday April 18th Joined at breakfast by our Canadian friend and a couple
who we christened Mr and Mrs Fridge due to the appliance which he
appeared to be carrying on his back. Weather deteriorated and we got a
soaking on the moors before finally putting on our waterproof
trousers five minutes before the sun came out.
Entered Kirkby Stephen with me reading the
map upside down and walking down the street
in the wrong direction. Had a few pints of Dent
Aviator before making a diplomatic exit as
patrons of the annual horse fair rolled into town
and started a sambuca frenzy.
Saturday April 19th Slogged across around Nine Standards Rig and into

the teeth of an easterly gale. Discovered that the grim old Youth Hostel had
been turned into a rather agreeable hotel, donned my tuxedo-t-shirt as we
dined with our slow Canadian friend.
Drank Fosters to my infernal shame.
Sunday April 20th Gave the owner of the lodge details of the tracking
device we were using and it promptly stopped working for two days. We
intended taking the high route again but after walking round in circles for
an hour we realised we could still see keld Lodge. Decided to head down to
the river. Spent the night in Reeth where I quaffed heartily on Old Peculier
and having kept my footing in the mountains for a week I fell up the stairs
of the B&B!
Monday April 21st Had a huge breakfast served by a gruff, plain speaking
Yorkshire. Passed a slow-moving Canadian lady due
to an early map reading error. Phone which had been
out of commission in The Pennines started bleeping
like an episode of The Osbornes as we headed into
Richmond. Overtaken by a gentleman in shorts who
somehow kept appearing behind us. Discovered why
when we saw him some way off to the north climbing
a barbed wire fence, he couldn’t read a map. Spent
the evening in an eccentric farmhouse east of Richmond.
Tuesday April 22nd Found Mr Shorts in front of us this time at midday only
by now he’d picked up a posse. Long flat day across the Vale of York in
good weather to Ingleby Cross. Observed to loud groans that we’d walked
19 miles to “Know a Vale!”
Wednesday April 23rd. Headed up to the North Yorkshire Moors in light rain
constantly pasing and being passed by Mr Shorts and his posse. Landlord
of the local pub obligingly opened up for us in the afternoon. Went back
there in the evening and had a meal which gave me the trots. Got stuck
into the Sneklifter at another pub, tripped and fell over in the road outside
the B&B.
Thursday April 24th After a steep climb back on to the Moors we had a job
finding the path at The Wain Stones which I
found difficult to cope with due to my firmly
clenched cheeks. Walked on for 12 miles in the
rain to Blakey Ridge and while Andy and Mark
enjoyed a pint by the roaring fire I sampled the
delights of Trap 1 The afternoon dragged on and
on, but the skies cleared and we saw the North Sea at last. Arrived in
Glaisdale at Britain’s best but also scariest farm stay at 5.30pm, where our

unnerving host spent ages showing us around when we
just wanted to get to the pub. Mark was gratified not to
be greeted by a flock of bats when he opened the
creaking wardrobe, then after a few pints at the distant
local pub, our three brave heroes slept with the light on
all night.
Friday April 25th Had a posh breakfast with a rather obnoxious posh
family. Andy caused consternation in their ranks
when he first talked to them! Then dropped an
egg on the table cloth causing them to think that
the 3 gypos spoiling their morning were about to
start a food fight. Passed a slow-moving Canadian
lady as we approached Egton, our admiration
quickly dashed when we discovered that she was
headed for the train station. Had our final long climb back on to the
Moors beyond Grosmont. Passed a Heartbeat location shoot where a
well-known star graciously told a fellow hiker “Piss off I’m having my
hair done!” Andy then decided to send us 5 miles North in the wrong
direction over a pointless, featureless, unfathomable, boggy moor as
we approached our final overnight stay at Hawsker.
Saturday April 26th Had a short walk into Robin Hood’s Bay in
fine weather. Greeted by our Canadian friend on arrival.
Dipped our peat-damaged boots into the corrosive salty water
and to a rousing cry of Charge” we tottered unsteadily into
the Bay Hotel to sign the book and have a couple of celebratory pints.

Postscript
More than £3,000
has been raised for
Macmillan Cancer
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A BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND IN THE LIFE of RACS
The Bank holiday started for us on Friday evening when we
paid a visit to The Rising Sun at High Wych, a superb
selection of beers including Side Pocket for a Toad, Courage
Best, Maulden Gold and JHB. If you have not been, the pub
is well-worth a visit, beers straight from the barrel and even
though the pub has been through recent refurbishments it
still has character. We ended our evening back on home
territory at The Gate and yet again a very good selection of
ale including ales brewed from the Sawbridgeworth brewery,
situated at the rear of pub. Saturday saw us at the Prince
of Wales, Green Tye for their May beer festival. A very nice,
relaxed afternoon in the sun was spent enjoying a wide
selection of ale and listening to a local group Sixteen
String Jack.
Sunday was the Sawbridgeworth May Day Fair where
RACS held a bottle Tombola. Many thanks go to Deb and
John who helped out on the stall and Jenny, Trevor,
Caroline and Harry who came along to lend a hand and give
their support. As we sold tickets for the Tombola in aid of
our charity Cystic Fibrosis Trust, we promoted the
Sawbridgeworth brewery for The Gate by offering all that
passed a free sample of either Viking 3.8% or the new ale
Gatekeeper 5% [named by Deb, one half of RACS’
Merchandise Officers] and also selling bottled beer — Stout
and RACS — from the Sawbridgeworth brewery. A very
good day was had and after all was done at the Fair, we
retired to The Gate where our dinner awaited, saved for us
by Gary. Thank you! Sunday lunch at The Gate is well
recommended — have you tried it yet? Why not. Then there
was live music in the pub that evening, which rounded the
day off. The singer was brilliant! We finally got home
around midnight - a long day but worth it.
Monday was a day of rest ……….. Jan

RACS
raised £100
for their
charity,
Cystic
Fibrosis
Trust

IN PEAK CONDITION
One of the most pleasant ways of working
2
up a thirst is donning a pair of walking
boots and getting out the OS map and
compass. So, over the past few months
Astrid and I have been regular visitors to
the Peak District, staying first in Bakewell,
and then twice in Buxton, each time for a
couple of nights. The good news is that in Viaduct Over
this part of the country, the beer scene is going from Miller’s Dale
strength to strength.
Alas, this has not always been the case! We first started to visit Derbyshire
in the late 1980s, usually staying for a week in a holiday cottage. Since then
we have been many times and have been in a good position to witness the
changing fortunes of the region’s pubs over the past twenty years. During
the 80s and 90s, it was all very depressing, with more and more pubs
closed down each successive visit we made.
Staying in a holiday let made us untypical tourists …. the vast majority of
visitors to the Peak National Park have always
been the day-trippers, people who typically live in
the Birmingham, Derby, Sheffield or Manchester
conurbations and who don’t go to a pub without
their car. Therein lay the problem: the pub trade
suffered a major decline in the 80s and 90s as
awareness of the hazards of drinking and driving
increasingly took hold. But since the millennium
approximately, fortunes have begun to turn round.
The Buxton Pavilion Yes, there are still closures of some uncompetitive
pubs, but increasingly there is a growing band of
“destination pubs” that are just so attractive that visitors feel compelled to
make the effort to go there and sink a good pint or two. To do so, they must
either become overnight visitors, staying within walking distance (perhaps in
the pub itself) or take a chauffeur on orange juice. Or perhaps make use of
the much improved bus services, whose parallel revival is part of the story.
What makes for a “destination pub”? Location? Food? A Wetherspoonsized powder room? None of these… but to adapt Bill Clinton’s hackneyed
phrase, it’s the beer, stupid! A destination pub, for us at least, is one that
offers a good selection of beers from one or more of the new smaller
independent breweries that have sprung up in and around the area. These
include (with locations and opening dates):
Castle Rock (Nottingham, 1998); Howard Town (Glossop, 2005); Leatherbritches (Ashbourne, mid-90s); Millstone (Mossley, 2003); Peak Ales
(Bakewell, 2005); Saltaire (Shipley, 2006); Thornbridge (Bakewell, 2005)
and Whim (Hartington, 1993).

Two pubs have particularly strong beer ranges, and we therefore well worth a visit.
The first, in the centre of Ashbourne, is the Green Man and Black’s Head, fairly
described in the GBG as a “rambling 300-year-old coaching inn”. The GMBH is
incidentally now home to the Leatherbritches Brewery, no longer at the Fenny
Bentley address given in the most recent edition of the GBG.
The second is Ramsay’s Bar, annexed to the Buckingham Hotel in Burlington Road,
Buxton, literally a stone’s throw from the very well restored Buxton Pavilion, a
masterpiece of Victorian spa town wrought iron architecture. Having been included
in the GBG for some years, Ramsay’s Bar has mysteriously vanished from the
pages of the 2008 edition. But visiting twice in April, we found first four, then five
really good local or near-local beers. In fact there are eight hand
pumps, fully utilised when the bar organises a beer festival.
Ramsay’s also serves proper lager from Bavaria and the Czech
Republic. Ramsay’s Bar incidentally is our favourite food venue
in Buxton, serving the liver-and-onions type of no-nonsense
cooking accompanied by an allotment-load of tasty vegetables
and which doesn’t require a second mortgage. The Buckingham
Ramsay’s Bar, Hotel itself is also a delight. In the entrance is a large photo of
Buxton
John Cleese as Basil Fawlty with a notice that may dismay any
German visitors, to the effect that they must pay a premium,
presumably to finance the discount that is offered to “single Antipodean female”
guests. Other notable destination pubs include The Charles Cotton in Hartington
and The Peacock in the middle of Bakewell.
Incidentally the walking is also great. If you can’t
manage the up-anddown variety, there are
The Peacock,
a good number of flat
Bakewell
and even trails on

disused railway lines, where there are a host of
cuttings and handsome viaducts that limit the
contours of the land to a visual rather than
cardio-vascular impact. So visit the area and take
in some beer in Peak condition.

Tony Davies
For up-to-date news and views,
http://www.innspire.org.uk/ ,
the Chesterfield and District CAMRA website, is a useful source.

RACS BBQ
May 17th 2008 at The Queen’s Head Allen’s Green

It was very wet and cold and coats were the order of the day, but the
British spirit carried us through! Many thanks to everyone who
braved the elements and came, to Cliff for providing the venue, to the
cooks John and Harry and to Deb, Hannah and Jan for the rest of the
delicious repast.
The raffle raised £40 for the Allen’s Green Village Hall Fund.

FUTURE RACS’ EVENTS

Saturday July 26th Games Day RACS VV CAMRA at The
Queen’s Head, Allen’s Green from midday. Food, fun and raffle
Wednesday July 30th RACS Monthly Meeting at 8.00pm
in The Gate
Wednesday August 6th GBBF. Coach leaving The Gate 10.30ish.
Return 4.30ish.

Contact Jan NOW to reserve your place on this popular trip.
Wednesday August 20th RACS Monthly Meeting and
start of The Gate Annual Beer Fest including the RACS
famous Double Tombola (contributions needed) and
Summer Competition (Sunday at 1.15pm—more details on the
RACS Board)
Thursday September 11th Visit to Chappel Beer Festival coach
leaving The Gate at 5.30ish. Reserve your places now to be
sure of a wonderful evening’s drinking!

